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A Letter From the President

Lori Woods-Gay
ISTD Fellow & Examiner 

Dear Members,

YEAR END
As this year 2011 is quickly coming to an end, so is 

my two-year term as your president.  My focus has been to 
leave the Society better than I found it and I believe this has 
been accomplished, especially with the help of my fellow 
National Committee members, the Board of Trustees, the 
directors and sub-committees, who have all worked very 
hard on your behalf.  Communication with the membership 
has increased through the use of the website, Topline 
Magazine and e-mails.  Work has been done behind the scenes 
to improve our administration, communication and record 
keeping between our departments, the National Committee 
and the Board of Trustees. The National Committee has 
met monthly via teleconference and has worked together very homogeneously and 
accomplished much.   In simple terms we are organized and ready to move forward to 
the next level.

ELECTION
Each year we finish with an election and this year is no different.  Except I think it 

is.  We are healthy as an organization and supportive of one another.  The majority of 
our members are committed to making this Society better by uniting our members in 
our shared interest.  We may not all think alike, but by following policy, procedure and 
the democratic process we are able to work together to get things done for the benefit of 
the Society. “If we all think alike, then someone isn’t thinking.” In that context, we are 
lucky to have so many diverse, talented and qualified members interested in running 
for office.  We have 5 candidates running for 4 available positions on the National 
Committee (NC). I commend them all for their willingness to serve and contribute to 
the Society. The candidates are:

Michael Choi
Daphne Cunliffe

Miriam Ellis
Patti Panebianco

Christopher Thompson

Continued on page 21

USISTD DANCE WEEKEND Nov. 11-13
Thank you to all who attended the USISTD Dance event Nov. 11 – 13th  in Churchville, 

MD.  This is the first time in many years that we have had a meeting and Congress for the 
membership and it was wonderful to see so many members come out and participate.  
We appreciate that you took the time out of your busy teaching schedules to attend and 
get involved in your Society.

Friday consisted of Professional Exams. Seven professional exams were taken.  
Saturday was a fun day filled with Medal Tests, Student/Teacher workshops and a dance 
in the evening.  The students who participated in the Medal Tests received their medals, 
certificate and test result sheets at the evening social.
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A Letter From the Editor

Daphne Cunliffe
Fellow ISTD

Continued on page 7

On The Lesson
Give a lesson, take a lesson

Frequently, when I’m teaching a lesson, problems arise such as incorrect feet 
positions, awkward arm movements, lack of hip movement, and I try to think of different 
ways to say something I’ve said over and over again. Trying to be innovative and fresh 
with dancing descriptions during a lesson is a difficult mental process.  Teaching hour 
after hour drains the mind and the imagination and many times makes a teacher stale. 
You feed your students everything you have, so it is important to remember that you 
need to be fed also.  One way to feed yourself and refuel is to have someone give you a 
lesson.  It’s so much fun to sit back and have a teacher give you attention and scrutiny.

Continuing to train in the same field as you are working in is always a good thing 
– it doesn’t really matter what line of work you are in – because it forces the mind to 
improve and be active.  It is, however, a most valuable experience to take lessons in 
something where you are a beginner.  As an adult, it is hard to learn a new skill, but 
it gives you a sense of what your beginners feel.  They may be accomplished in their 
own field, whether it be a doctor, lawyer, professor, or musician, but to understand 
the feelings of insecurity that they experience in your lessons, it helps for you to be a 
beginner at something also.

While teaching, I often mention my own lessons and what insight I have learned.  
My students find it amusing that I am also a student.  They say “why do you still need 
to take lessons?” or “what more is there for you to learn?”  I respond by repeating 
what was told to me many years ago by one of my favorite ballet teachers.  “Never 
stop taking lessons. One only becomes good at what they do by continuing to learn.”  
Becoming a successful teacher takes a lifetime of learning.  It’s more than studying 
steps and memorizing routines.

Empathy and communication are two of the most important concepts in teaching.  
Without empathy you cannot feel or understand the emotions that your students have 
as they are taking a lesson.  Beginners are especially hard since their anxiety level is high 
and their expectations are not known yet.  By taking lessons yourself, you understand 
their predicament because you have experienced it.  Communications is an art unto 
itself and frankly, some people can  explain things much better than others.

Dear Members, 

This issue is a little late in coming to you because we 
wanted to include pictures and an overview of the 
Annual General Meeting and Congress we had in 
Churchville, Maryland on November 13th. It was a 
great success and a lot of fun. The next time, I hope 
more of you are able to attend. This issue also contains 
many articles about teaching; how to improve, how to 
cope when something goes wrong in a lesson, and how 
to balance life and teaching. I’d love to have feedback, 
so if you like something, or don’t like it, please feel free 
to email me and let me know. Thanks and enjoy. 

Daphne
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To become better at it you have to increase your vocabulary and have more than 
three or four ways to express a thought or concept.  Continuing to train enables you 
to hear how someone communicates with you.  It also provides a way to learn how to 
teach differently, and maybe better.

Training is expensive and time consuming, but the benefits greatly outweigh the 
negatives.  Having someone listen and pay attention to you is very valuable and feeds 
the soul.  Lessons become more enjoyable and less difficult to teach as you learn to be 
clear and technically accurate with descriptions.

Given that all of you are members of the USISTD, it is apparent that you have 
taken lessons and trained hard to improve your careers, so I’d like to encourage you to 
keep studying.  Make learning a passion that follows you throughout your life.

On the Lesson Continued from page 7

 

Never before in the history of the USISTD has it been 
this easy to reach out and communicate with each other, 
candidates, and potential students or instructors. By using 
the USISTD website, USISTD Facebook, and eblast, the 
Society can share information with literally thousands of 
people.

The current USISTD website launched in February 28, 
2006 and since that time has received over 49,000 visitors. 
Read that last sentence again and think about the potential 
there.  As a benefit to our members, each member of the 
USISTD is listed on the website along with their business 
information, should you choose to display it. There is a filter 
in place that allows someone to search for members with a 
certain qualification, geographical location, etc.  The website 
is constantly being updated with photos from competitors 
and medal program participants. If you would like to see your studio event listed on the 
website, send your information and photos to contact@usistd.org.  The USISTD Online 
Store is an excellent source for reference materials such as manuals and DVDs, and has 
quickly become a popular section of the website.   Overseas purchases have increased 
substantially lately with the American Smooth manuals and DVDs becoming the most 
sold items.  

The USISTD Facebook page has 221 members.  This has recently become a very busy 
site, with members sharing information and discussing ideas or just catching up with 
an old friend. Whereas all the information on the USISTD Website is approved by the 
National Committee, the USISTD Facebook site is written by you the members. If you are 
not a member of the USISTD Facebook site, log onto Facebook and search the “USISTD”. 
Get into the conversation and join today!

“Eblast” is a term used that designates the emailing to not only the USISTD 
Membership list, but also all the customers that have entered their information in the 
Online Store. The Society uses “eblast” to send notices and information regarding 
upcoming workshops, exam sessions, etc.  If you have an upcoming event at your studio 
that you would like to advertise in Topline, on the USISTD Website, and Eblast, then ask 
the National Committee for a USISTD Sanction. Your Sanction request should be sent to 
contact@usistd.org.

The USISTD is working for you, the member.  Don’t sit on the sidelines, get involved 
and see what we can do together. 

Website Director’s Report

Wayne Crowder
Fellow ISTD
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Having been requested by the editor to supply some 
insight into marketing and how this often misunderstood 
subject impacts both the Society per se and its members, it 
will be of value first of all to clarify its function and what it 
appears to be.  First of all marketing is not what it really is. 
It is only the form that it takes. What is it really? Answer: it 
is simply a particular form of communication and as such 
conforms to all of the distinctions that live in the domain 
and technology of communication. Needless to say it runs 
parallel and is closely correlated to public relations. When 
we present the possibility to someone with regard to, say, 
taking dance lessons, this is marketing.

As teachers we know that we have the greatest product 
in the world but what about the people who have never 
danced. Do they share the same view of the world as you? 
Obviously not.

How then do we market something that we know is wonderful to those who have 
no experience of it? You may at this juncture respond by saying, “I just tell the truth”

The Question is, “how good are you at telling the truth?” 
Are you sufficiently articulate to let people see the opportunity in taking dance 

lessons?  You are no doubt enormously sincere and enthusiastic about sharing the 
wonderful world of ballroom dancing with all and sundry but if you are unaware 
of some of the fundamental principles of marketing you could easily end up with an 
empty studio.

Of course, this is merely a simple example of marketing that we can all identify 
with.  How does this apply to the “big picture?” By that I mean the sharing of the 
valuable benefits of our world-renowned society with the rest of the dance community.

Your National Committee would love to provide many perks for the members but 
we are a non-profit organization limited by the funds that are in direct proportion to 
the volume of our members. Bottom line – we need more members. We need sponsors. 
We need to let the American dance community at large know that we are in the domain 
of excellence when it comes to dance education and we want to share it.

We planned some wonderful congress activities. If you have any ideas that you 
would like to implement please bring them along (the implementation part, that is. 
Ideas are ten a penny. It is about making them show up in the world.)

It has been said that, “the nature of human beings is to withhold.”
Don’t withhold yourself. Attend a congress with a willingness to share and 

contribute.  I look forward to serving you in my capacity of Marketing Director, making 
some new friends and enjoying the presence of some old ones.

Quote … “Silence gives consent or a horrible feeling that nobody’s listening.” 
.. Franklin P. Jones

Marketing Director’s Report

Frank Regan 
Fellow & Examiner 

ISTD
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Membership Director’s Report

Do we have your correct email 
address?

As Membership Services Director, the above question 
is vital for the USISTD to reach you.  Even the United 
States Postal Services acknowledges that “snail mail” has 
decreased significantly over the past few years due to 
electronic mail.  The cost of mailing our entire USISTD 
membership a letter has risen dramatically over the years.  
To try and cut expenses, and in our effort to “go green” the 
only documents the Society mails are the Topline Magazine 
and Election Ballots.  All other information is sent via email.  

It is imperative that you keep the Membership Services Director informed as 
to any changes in your email or physical address.  If your contact information has 
changed, you may email me directly at: membership@usistd.org   or go to the USISTD 
Website and in the upper right hand corner under “Important Links” and click on 
“Membership Update & Renewal”.  This will walk you through the process.

Don’t miss out!  Help us keep you informed as to what your Society is doing for 
you! 

Marie Crowder
Licenciate ISTD

Do you have photos from medal tests, examinations 
or competitions that have taken place at your studio?

Send them to TOPLINE 
for publication!

Send photos to Daphne Cunliffe, Editor
11 Washington Valley Rd., Morristown, NJ 07960 or

email electronic files to
Daphne.Cunliffe@gmail.com
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Many people have been working hard to create a Medal 
System Packet designed to make our medal system easy to 
understand, use, and administer. The first packets will go 
out at the USISTD Congress in Churchville, MD. All but the 
DVD will be available on our website by mid-November. 
Wayne Crowder has added a new tab on the left-hand 
menu labeled “USISTD Medal System”. The DVD will be 
available through our on-line store. I would like to thank 
everyone who has been working on this since January, and 
especially Chris Thompson for the tremendous amount of 
work he has put into this project, much of it done while 
simultaneously opening his new studio. We all hope that 
you will be able to put these new tools to good use in your 
business and that they will help you increase your business 

and your profits. “Motivate your students and build their 
self-confidence by providing carefully staged goals, using a 

structured approach designed to measure their progress against the universal standard 
of the USISTD.” And make some money while you’re at it.

The new updated Examination Handbook is ready after much painstaking work 
by Miriam Ellis. Look for it on our website, or if you would like a copy sent to you, they 
are available through the on-line store.

Wayne Crowder has also added another new feature to our website. Trainers are 
now a searchable category. Click on “Members of the USISTD” then apply the filter for 
trainers in your state. For those of you who are trainers, please check your listing. If 
you haven’t updated your information under the membership section, or given your 
permission to list your contact information, please do so on the website or with Marie 
Crowder, if you wish to be found more easily by prospective candidates. 

If you would like more information about any of this, or to schedule an exam, or 
exam session, please contact me. I’d be very happy to walk you through the process, if 
it is new to you. Our examination system is set up to help maintain our high standards 
for teachers in the dance industry and to help promote good dancing and your dance 
business. 

Completed Exam Sessions:
July 24th, 2011: Trevor Luff hosted 9 medal tests in LA, CA. 
August 20th-21st, 2011: Chris Thompson hosted 47 medal tests and 2 professional exams 
in Arlington, VA. 
August 26th, 2011: Paula Iacono hosted 49 medal tests in Amherst, NY.
October 28th, 2011: Carlos Pabon hosted 2 professional exams in Jessup, MD.
November 11th-12th, 2011: Tom Rzepnicki hosted exams in Churchville, MD.
November 16th-17th, 2011: Mandy Ball hosted exams in Orlando, FL.
December 10th-11th, 2011: Deborah Gillitzer hosted exams in Madison, WI and Connie 
Reeves in Milwaukee, WI.
 

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if you would 
like to post your upcoming exam or exam training information on our website, or if 
you would like to schedule an exam during one of these exam sessions. You must be 
a current member, in good standing, in order to post your information. Please check 
us out regularly at www.usistd.org for updated schedules. Contact the exam director 

Examinations Director’s Report

Amanda Ball
Fellow ISTD
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if you would like more information, or with any suggestions for making your exam 
experience more rewarding.

Trainers Certifications     
L: Licentiate IB IL AB AR 
F: Fellow       
IB: International Ballroom       
IL: International Latin       
AB: American Ballroom       
AR: American Rhythm       
TA: Theater Arts          
Mandy Ball, Orlando, FL F IB  L AB L AR   
407-902-9995, mandy@livinglinestudios.com       
       
Jeanne Beegle, Hackettstown, NJ   L AB    
908-310-3477, two2tango8819@gmail.com       
   
Vito Bertucci, Chicago, IL F IB F IL L AB L AR   
773-277-4398, vitofromchicago@comcast.net       
       
Peter Billett, Webster, NY F IB F IL F AB F AR   
585-787-2603, pbillett@hotmail.com       
   
Amy Block-Hamilton, West Orange, NJ L IB      
973-736-6532, amy.hamilton@verizon.net       
       
Jennifer Booth, Denver, CO L IB L IL L AB L AR   
720-989-3430, Jaboothco1@gmail.com      
 
Mary Botta, Crofton, MD L IB      
443-934-6696, mary.botta@yahoo.com       
   
Susie Buck, Raleigh, NC L IB L IL L AB L AR   
585-503-7087, susiebballroom@gmail.com       
       
Daniel Calloway, Bethesda, MD F IB F IL F AB F AR   
410-924-2441, daniel.calloway@gmail.com       
       
Michael Choi, Rego Park, NY F IB F IL     
917-304-3139, moyyat@hotmail.com       
       
Wayne Crowder, Eden, NC F IB L IL L AB L AR   
mrcrowder@earthlink.net       
   
Daphne Cunliffe, Morristown, NJ F IB F IL L AB L AR   
973-543-2802, daphne.cunliffe@gmail.com       
       
William Davies, New York, NY F IB L IL L AB L AR   
917-513-5990, bdbdinc@verizon.net       
       
Esther Don, Port Saint Lucie, FL F IB L IL F AB F AR   
772-468-2900, esther.don@usa.net       
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Beverly Donahue, Gaithersburg, MD F IB L IL  L AB L AR   
301-926-9591, bevdonahue@msn.com       
       
Gunar Ejups, Charlotte, NC  L IL     
704-366-4651, gejups@bellsouth.net       
       
Miriam Ellis, Leesburg, FL F IB F IL F AB F AR   
352-314-3979, miriam_ellis@comcast.net       
       
Stepanie Falciano, Greenvale, NY L IB  L AB L AR   
516-996-3554, sfalciano@hotmail.com       
       
Geoffrey Fells, Honolulu, HI F IB F IL L AB L AR   
(808) 955-3134, gmfells@msn.com       
       
Deborah Gillitzer, Madison, WI   L AB    
608-277-7515, info@danceonair.net       
   
Eric Gillitzer, Madison, WI   L AB    
608-277-7515, info@danceonair.net       
       
Ian Gillett, Alexandria, VA F IB L IL     
703-922-0727, iankgillett@hotmail.com       
       
Thomas Joe Green, Carmel, IN F IB L IL     
317-514-4395, joegreendance@msn.com       
       
Judi Hatton, Port St. Lucie, FL F IB F IL F AB F AR   
772-489-0957, JHdance@aol.com       
       
Peter Kadel, Lansdown, PA  F IB      
610-622-0683, peter.kadel@rcn.com       
   
Mariusz Kotowski, Austin, TX F IB F IL L AB L AR   
917-952-6341, markkotowski@yahoo.com       
       
Trevor Luff, Long Beach, CA F IB F IL L AB L AR   
714-788-8759, dancepersuasion@gmail.com       
       
Sherry Novak, Rosemead, CA F IB F IL  F AB F AR   
626-573-8637, novaksherry@yahoo.com       
       
Connie Paley, Lakeway, TX L IB L IL     
512-845-3776, conniepaley@yahoo.com       
   
Patricia Panebianco, S Farmingdale, NY       
516-909-1686, peadance@optonline.net L IB  L AB L AR   
   
John Pattillo, Timonium, MD F IB L IL L AB L AR 
410-828-6116, jplakefoot@aol.com       
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Victoria Regan, Tampa, FL L IB L IL L AB L AR FTA* 
813-892-6374, VRegan3033@aol.com       
       
Frank Regan, Alexandria, VA F IB F IL  F AB F AR FTA*
703-823-2623, choreographer@comcast.net       
       
Lori Ritter, Menomonee Falls, WI F IB F IL  L AR   
973-224-1476, lori@ritterdancesport.com       
       
Joseph Rukendorfer, Memphis, TN F IB F IL     
901-264-9306, jrukendorfer@bellsouth.net       
       
Cher Rutherford, Navarre Beach, FL F IB F IL F AB F AR FTA*
850-939-2379, cher1dance@aol.com      
 
Inez Sahlin, Franconia, NH L IB L IL     
603-823-9962, issahlin@msn.com       
       
Sharon Savoy, San Juan Capistrano  CA   L AB L AR FTA* 
703-402-0559, sharonsavoy@aol.com       
       
Cassandra Schneider, Margate, FL       
954-601-1775, www.dance-america.com     FTA* 
   
Martin Smith, Hawthorne, NY L IB L IL     
914-714-8101, DANCEWIZ70@aol.com       
       
Phillip Stephens, Houston, TX F IB F IL F AB F AR   
713-923-4404, PhilTex44@aol.com       
       
Christopher Thompson, Arlington, VA L IB      
908-399-4568, cthomp57@yahoo.com       
       
Michell Wan-Stone, Monterey, CA F IB F IL L AB L AR   
831-648-8725, Stoneybird@aol.com       
       
Peter Waterson, Tampa, FL F IB F IL L AB L AR   
813-253-5483, comedancing2002@yahoo.com      
       
Lori Woods-Gay, Skillman, NJ F IB F IL F AB F AR FTA*
609-532-0357, lwgchacha@aol.com       
      
William Zimmerman, Albuquerque, NM F IB      
505-299-2122, billzim1947@hotmail.com       
       

TRAINERS: If you wish to be listed as a Trainer here in Topline or on the website 
please contact the National Committee.

*The trainers for Theatre Arts are: Victoria Regan, Frank Regan, Cher Rutherford, 
Sharon Savoy, Cassandra Schneider, and Lori Woods-Gay
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Congratulations to...
Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type
Gregory Sipe, PA Associate American Ballroom
Kathleen Walsh, NJ Associate American Ballroom
Alexandros Armaos, TX Associate American Ballroom
Catherine Noblitt, MD Associate American Ballroom
Gabriella Lefevre, FL Licentiate American Ballroom
Adam Heltemes, FL Licentiate American Ballroom
Yanna Samkova, HI Licentiate American Ballroom
Lucas Jaime, HI Licentiate American Ballroom
James L. Hardesty, FL Licentiate American Ballroom
Tetyana Tsybenko, FL Licentiate American Ballroom
Darlene Bienias, FL Licentiate American Ballroom
Richard Fiore, NY Licentiate American Ballroom
Christopher Thompson, VA Licentiate American Ballroom
Alexandros Armaos, TX Associate American Rhythm
John Airis, FL Associate American Rhythm
Kurt Popp, CA Associate American Rhythm
Yanna Samkova, HI Licentiate American Rhythm
Lucas Jaime, HI Licentiate American Rhythm
Yolanda Vargas, CA Licentiate American Rhythm
Mary Lou Kyriacou, TX Student Teacher International Ballroom
Davis Canady, Jr., NC Associate International Ballroom
Joyce Price, NC Associate International Ballroom
Cynthia Riggs, NC Associate International Ballroom
Vickie Dunn, TX Associate International Ballroom
Lisa Hernandez, TX Associate International Ballroom
Melania Smith,  TX Associate International Ballroom
Lance Estridge, TX Associate International Ballroom
Martha Cockrell, TX Associate International Ballroom
Angel Bush, TX Associate International Ballroom
Andriy Nevidomskyy, TX Associate International Ballroom
Sarah D. Watson, VA Associate International Ballroom
Catherine Noblitt, MD Licentiate International Ballroom
Alex Young, MI Licentiate International Ballroom
Pamela Preczewski, MI Licentiate International Ballroom
Carlos Pabon, MD Licentiate International Ballroom
Susie Buck, NC Fellow International Ballroom
Seiji Otsuka, CA Fellow International Ballroom
Mary Botta, MD Fellow International Ballroom
Pamela Preczewski, MI Associate International Latin
Alex Young, MI Associate International Latin
Mary Lou Kyriacou, TX Associate International Latin
Alexandros Armaos, TX Associate International Latin
Melania Smith, TX Associate International Latin
Lilia Sedrakyan, CA Licentiate International Latin
Joshua Belverio, NJ Licentiate International Latin
Cunliffe, Daphne, NJ Fellow International Latin
Susan Cox, VA Associate Theater Arts
Thomas Rzepnicki, MD Associate Theater Arts
Marsha Bonet-Savchenko, VA Licentiate Theater Arts 
Yanna Samkova, HI Licentiate Theater Arts
Lucas Jaime, HI Licentiate Theater Arts
Trevor Luff, CA Licentiate Theater Arts
Kurt Popp, CA Licentiate Theater Arts
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Social Graces

Cher Rutherford
Fellow &

Examiner ISTD

A Ballroom Etiquette Column

Attention in the ballroom:  Please be advised 
that it is NOT alright to take or eat another person’s food.

I was speaking to one of the on deck captains recently 
(over lunch) and they mentioned how nice it was to have 
a lunch break.  This is not always the case.

Many times the on deck person has eight hour shifts.  
They are responsible for keeping the dancers flowing 
on and off of the dance floor, correct partners paired 
with each other, all while trying to keep within the time 
schedule.  The award presentations many times become a 
bathroom break or a chance to eat.

What if your chance to eat comes along and the food 
you ordered delivered to the ballroom is gone?  The plan to 
take food back to the hotel room and eat is cancelled.  The 
fact that people in line will sometimes ask for a nibble of the deck captain’s food is 
surprising.  Stealing just one fry is not OK.

Please be considerate of the competition working staff and don’t impose by 
snatching their food.

“Do not do unto others as you would have them do unto you—their tastes might not be the 
same.”  — George Bernard Shaw

 “But I marked you higher.”
At the end of a competition a professional competitor approached me.  They said 

thank you for your support.  You judged us well in the final.
Judge XYZ complemented the couple, after the event, in regards to their 

performance and said “but I had you marked higher”.  Of course, the competitor 
checked the posted marks and discovered that was not the case.

Now I am sure this is not the first time this conversation has been had between 
competitors and judges.

Checking marks for placement comparison is alright.  Checking the marks and 
the judge’s assigned code letter/number will cause you to assign blame and perhaps 
cause you more disappointment.  In this case the judge either lied or perhaps did 
not remember their exact placements hours later.  Now we have both blame and 
disappointment fact to face.

I had a personal solution to this when I was a competitor.  Simply don’t look at 
the marks.  If you just can’t resist, don’t check the assigned code so as to assign blame.  
I found this a way to just feel better and accept whatever my placement.  Your energy 
can stay more positive for your next competition or next encounter with any judge 
who may have recently been on your panel.  You now have no one to dislike!

“He has no enemies, but is intensely disliked by his friends” — Oscar Wilde  
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Social Dancing – 
A Lost Art?

It was the usual bustling night at the Grand Ballroom 
with a couple hundred dancers flooding the floor with 
their artistic endeavors.  The soft lighting and the ever 
changing rhythm of the music provided the atmosphere 
for the singles and the couples who happily shared their 
love for dancing. “The next dance will be a lady’s choice 
for the bolero!” announced the D.J.  Ginger, who has been 
sitting down for awhile, stands up to search for a partner.  Fred looks up from his table 
and scans the room to see who may come over to ask him to dance.  Suddenly, their 
eyes meet from across the crowded room.  Ginger bounds across the room to ask Fred 
to dance.  He gracefully accepts.  As they walk onto the floor, he decides to start with 
a few basics to see how she follows.  The dance starts off smoothly enough for the first 
few seconds.  Then, as he leads an open break to go into an underarm turn….BAM!!!….
she suddenly snatches her hand from his, and twirls herself into a cuddle position 
gyrating her hips while lowering to the floor and caressing her body with her hands.  
“Oi” thinks Fred as he realizes she is a competitive dancer who takes lessons from the 
area pro, Ivan Danzlotski, and only knows how to dance her routines.

With the onslaught of the numerous overseas professionals and amateurs into 
the U.S. over the past couple of decades, I have seen a tremendous amount of change 
in the dance industry from when I started some 30 odd years ago.  The U.S. couples 
have risen in the ranks of the world dance competition scene.  No longer is the U.S. 
dance industry dominated only by the chain studios and their social dance programs 
as many independent studios and ballrooms have sprung up.  Many independent 
teachers have broken away from the controlled studio environment and struck out on 
their own.  Studio programs usually included weekly supervised practice parties and 
guest parties where the students and their teachers gathered together in a social setting 
to practice their dancing and etiquette.  Today, a lot of teachers don’t provide these 
weekly dance parties, therefore more and more students resort to going out to other 
dance venues to get in their dancing usually without their teachers present to guide 
them.  The quality of competitive dancing in the U.S. has improved tremendously, but 
alas, I sometimes wonder if social dancing and social etiquette has been relegated to the 
back seat.  Thankfully, with the popularity of dancing movies such as “Dance With Me” 
and “Shall We Dance” and television shows like “Dancing With The Stars” and “So You 
Think You Can Dance”, the public’s desire to learn to dance has grown, especially with 
the younger generations.

I teach several classes a week of social dancing.  I don’t just teach step patterns or 
routines, I teach leading and following.  My classes are usually pretty evenly matched 
with men and women, though I frequently have more men than women attending 
my classes, because they know that I focus on leading and following.  I myself go out 
to social dances to observe the social dancers and see what new moves they may be 
using, so I can be sure to keep my students current.  At some of these public dances, I 
sometimes hear some of the more advanced dancers and pros making comments, such 
as “Oh, that’s not ballroom dancing!” or “They’re not doing it right, they shouldn’t 
even be allowed on the floor!”  It’s a shame to hear those remarks, as I believe that 

Lee Fox
Fellow ISTD
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ballroom dancing is for everyone, not just the trained competitive dancers.
Don’t get me wrong.  I’m not saying that competition dancing is a bad thing.  I 

think it’s a great way for people to improve their dancing.  I also realize that competition 
dancing is a hobby (even a way of life) for some people, and that’s fine.  Most people 
are not going to be competing for the rest of their lives, and at some point are going to 
fall back into social dancing for pleasure and relaxation.  It would be nice if they can 
work on basic leading and following along with their competition routines.  Learning 
to dance isn’t just about being the best show dancer on the floor.  It’s also about being 
a comfortable social dancer on the floor.  It’s also about learning to interact with other 
people on a personal level (especially without the use of cell phones and the internet).  
We certainly could use more of that in the world today.

********************

Medal Tests at Bill Keehan’s studio on 
May 14th with Examiner Peter Billett
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Tango, a variation of a very 
Basic Step to an X line

General Description:   Dance first 3 steps of Reverse Turn, 
Lady outside increasing body turn to right on step 3.  Step 
back on 4 sharply straightening body plus marking the stop. 
Follow with a Twist Turn. This can be ended here finishing 
with a closed Promenade or followed by an X Line then 
into a Throwaway Oversway. This can be finished with 
your personal favorite ending from the  Oversway.

1) Dance four steps Open Reverse Lady outside   
 QQSS applying the points listed above.

2) Man: LF forward, heel lead and cross RF behind turning a quarter to the
  right. At the same time lead Lady to step back RF (small step) closing LF
  to RF, QQ.*

3)  Man: Twist to right (balls of both feet, feet flat)  end weight whole of RF 
 with pressure i/e Ball of LF in Promenade position pointing DW.  Lady
 RF forward outside partner LF to side to end facing DC in pp. Approx. 7/8
 *turn to right.  Continue with closed Prom.

*Lady: ‘Think back close, forward side’, this has to be a fast foot change.

Let’s continue with the X line:
Slightly increase speed of the Twist to right plus a body flick to the right. At the same 
time ‘Freeze’ the Line and extend the left leg to the left pointing the toe DC.
Lady: As you land on your LF quickly extend RF to the right pointing DW (the placing 
of the LF and the extension soon become one action).

Continuing into Oversway:
Draw Lady forward towards you as you change weight to your LF.  Lady:  Draw RF 
under  body and forward ending to side facing square to man.
Man: Make sharp body turn to left into Throwaway Oversway extending right foot 
with toe pointing DW left toe pointing between LOD and DC.
Lady: Passing LF under body extend diag. back pointing DC..
Continue into your favorite ending.  Good Luck.

Amalgamation

Peter Billett
Fellow & Examiner 

ISTD
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Imperial Licenciates Jerry and 
Virginia LeNoir once again were 
winners of the United States 
Theatrical Championships.

 Jerry and Virginia graduated 
2 years ago with honors in the 
new Theater Arts Teaching 
Degree program and are currently 
working toward their Fellowship 
Degree level.

Jerry and Virginia winning 
the Theater Arts division 
at the Capital Dancesport 
Championships. 

Competitive dancers
Jerry and Virginia LeNoir
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The meeting and Congress on Sunday was divided into three sections. 
Each of our officers and directors gave a brief report of what they do and entertained 

questions.  Representing the National Committee (NC) were Lori Woods-Gay president, 
Miriam Ellis secretary, Patti Panebianco treasurer, Wayne Crowder website and on 
line store, Daphne Cunliffe Topline editor, and Martin Smith policy book. The directors 
present were Mandy Ball Examinations Director, Marie Crowder membership services,  
and Frank Regan Marketing Director. Special mention was made of our Publications 
Director Tamara Nelson who was unable to attend.  This section proved to be interesting 
and informative to the membership present allowing them to better understand how the 
Society is run.  

Following was a natural sequel to the first section, which was the “Forum”. This was 
designed to engage the members present in conversation and debate on ideas that would 
benefit the Society.  We broke up into small working groups and each group submitted 
one idea, as time allowed.  What was interesting to me was that each group independently 
came up with an idea that directly connected to our mission of Dance Education.  I hope 
this will be the beginning of membership participation towards positive development of 
the Society.   This is your Society and your ideas do matter.

The third section was an opportunity to get up on the dance floor and become 
inspired and motivated about dancing and the fabulous career we all have chosen.   Each 
of the presenters were very accomplished members of our Society.  They were:

Kirill Gorjatsev, Professional Smooth Champion, partnered by Daria Zotova - “Open 
Viennese Waltz Choreography”
Miriam Ellis – USISTD Examiner, “Simplifying the Professional Latin American 
Examination”
Andrew Phillips - Champion Latin Dancer/Top Latin American Pro/Am Teacher, 
“Rumba – Advanced dancing with basic figures”
Mandy Ball Examinations Director and Chris Thompson a USISTD  Top Exam  
organizer, “How to” organize the medal system.
Jose De Camp  - Four time United States Rhythm Champion, “Mambo”
Rita Gekman - Champion Standard Dancer and World Show Dance Vice  C h a m p i o n , 
“International Foxtrot”
Dan Calloway – a USISTD Top Trainer, “How to train Candidates for their professional 
Ballroom exams”

President’s Message Continued from page 5

Note: Many of the notes of these presentations are available on the website. 
A huge Thank you to Tom Rzepnicki for donating the use of his studio for this event.
It was very interesting and exciting and left us wanting more. I hope everyone who 

attended will spread this enthusiasm among other members and potential future members.

In closing it has been my pleasure to serve as your president.  As I have no interest 
in being a lifetime politician, I am happy to go back to serving the Society as a Trainer 
and Examiner in the interest of preserving the high dance standards of the USISTD.  
You will have a new president next year and another new beginning for our great 
Society.  I sincerely hope that each and every one of you will take ownership in the 
future success of the USISTD.  Together we can do great things.

Best wishes to you all for a very happy holiday season and a prosperous healthy 
New Year!
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Frank Regan

Members during 
registration.

National Committee

Patti Panebianco

Wayne Crowder

One of many dance 
sessions.
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       Rita Gekman Conducting a class.

Marie Crowder

Lori Woods-Gay, Tom Rzepnicki and Shana Rzepnicki.

Josh Belverio

             Members discussing issues at the forum.
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Various medals awarded at Medal Tests.

Dan Callaway

Members discussing issues at the forum.

Miriam Ellis

Right: José DeCamp leading a class.
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“With this ring…”
by Valerie Kouba Sisco, Associate USISTD

As teachers, we have many goals: goals for our students to learn new figures, 
perfect their technique, perform and compete; goals for our studios to grow in size 
and reputation; goals for ourselves to earn higher credentials through professional 
exams and competitions. But what about our personal goals? Do we have to choose 
between our dancing and other aspects of our lives, for example, getting married 
and having a family? Maybe you married your dance partner and your personal 
goals are directly linked with your professional goals, but for everyone else who 
married, or is planning to marry, their non-dancer best friend from high school or 
college, the line between our personal and professional lives can be quite harsh. As 
someone who recently married a non-dancer, I would like to provide some insight 
into how to balance your dance career and your marriage so that everyone stays 
happy.

1. Keep dancing. Your significant other loves you for who you are and does 
not want to drastically change you. You are a dancer, whether this gift 
was bestowed upon you at the age of 3 or much later on in life. Even if 
your spouse is not a dancer themselves and does not fully understand 
what you do, they do understand that dancing is a significant part of your 
life. Dancing makes you happy, and they want you to be happy.

2. Teach (or be taught). If your spouse just does not understand anything that 
you do, see if they would be willing to take a lesson with you. Do not teach 
them yourself. Pick your favorite introductory instructor to teach and the 
quietest lesson time your studio can offer. Living in that environment on a 
daily basis, we are immune to how overwhelming it is for someone new to 
take a lesson amongst seasoned dancers and professionals. Turn off your 
sway and hip action and just smile. Your spouse is there for you, not to 
become a world 10-dance champion. If they happen to enjoy it and want 
to continue, it only makes things better for you. If they still do not enjoy 
it, that’s ok. At least they have had the experience and maybe understand 
that portion of your life a little more. If you are not married yet but are in 
the planning process, this is also a great way to introduce the concept of 
a choreographed first dance for your reception. Be sure to bring this up 
several months in advance to allow your fiancé plenty of time to practice 
and internalize a full routine.

3. Compromise. Do you sit through every football game, dive-bar karaoke 
session, and video game tournament your spouse is involved with (…and 
enjoy it)? Most likely, the answer is no. Be fair and do not expect them to 
come to every social, showcase, competition and costume fitting of yours. 
Do, however, look for dance events that they might enjoy instead.  Dinner 
and a Broadway show or a charity dinner-dance are much more enjoyable 
events than hours upon hours of pro-am competition in a remotely located 
hotel. You could also work with your studio to find competitions in cities 
with more to do. With other activities to occupy your spouse, they won’t 
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Continued from page 25

mind as much if you drag them along for the weekend. You might even 
find a great place to have a nice date of your own.

4. DVR. You work 4pm-10pm and weekends as necessary. Your spouse has 
a regular 9am-5pm office job. You both love that television show that 
airs Tuesdays at 7pm. Instead of your spouse watching it alone and you 
catching up days, or weeks, later, set the DVR to record that show and 
watch it together on the weekend. Yes, you will be several days behind 
your friends who get to watch it the night it airs, but that definitely is a 
sacrifice worth making if it means getting to spend even an hour extra 
with your spouse. The DVR is also a useful tool for shows that only one 
of you likes to watch. Record it, and save it for when you have the house 
to yourself. 

5. Manage your time. We are experts at maintaining a full schedule of 
lessons and competitions, but have we remembered to set aside time for 
birthdays, anniversaries, parties, much-needed vacations, and regular 
dates? Once in a while, put the dance shoes away and just spend some 
time together, even if it cannot be something romantic and spontaneous. 
Scheduled dates are still something to look forward to and can be just as 
fun as that impromptu sailing trip (“The wind is perfect, we have to go 
now!”).

Bottom line, it is possible to be a successful dancer and have a good, healthy, 
and fun marriage. It does take time and effort to maintain the balance, but the 
end result is just as satisfying as finally achieving that perfect heel turn, with 
the added bonus of doing it with your spouse. Love what you do, and love 
who you do it with.
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Guidelines for Theater Arts Medal Tests
A Theater Arts medal test is defined as a routine performed within a theatrical 

context. i.e. It is choreographed to a selected piece of music and incorporates a 
beginning, middle and end.

The routine may be an adagio piece (lifts involved) a dance drama, or comedic 
rendition.

Lifts are not a mandatory part of the test.

The duration of the test is as follows:  Maximum  - 3 minutes,  minimum – 90 seconds.

The routine must be choreographed to a “front”.

The “front” should be established such that the examiner fulfills the role of the 
audience.  Candidates should avoid performing their routine with their backs to the 
examiner.

The routine may be performed in costume or in tasteful rehearsal attire.  Jeans should 
not be worn unless they are integral to the story line.

Props are allowed (note info  in Eclectic Methodology of Dance (EMOD) book)

Teachers preparing or submitting candidates for TA tests must sign an agreement 
documenting the fact that they have read and studied the EMOD book and are familiar 
with all of the information contained therein that governs this type of work.

The Teacher and the school also agrees to hold the USISTD and the examiner harmless 
for any and all possible injuries sustained during the test.

*******************

News Flash  • News Flash • News Flash

   I have been working on getting the Society to find a liability insurance 
provider. A questionnaire will be sent to all members regarding their liability 
insurance. Please fill it out as soon as possible. This will be a great opportunity 
to get a much better rate on your liability insurance.

Thank you, Daphne Cunliffe
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Peter Billett, Bonnie and Don Williams

The Iacono Ballroom Center in Amherst, NY held 35 Medal 
Exams with Peter Billett on August 26th, 2011.

Brian and Linda Neri with instructor Lihann Jones

Peter Billett and Rose Dermangian 
with instructor Phoxay Bouthsavong
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Peter Billett and Sherri Valenti with instructor 
Phoxay Bouthsavong

Peter Billett and Joanna Bates with instructor
Phoxay Bouthsavong

Paula Iacono, Peter Billett, Lihann Jones, Kelly Metcalfe, Sam Robinson 
Phoxay Bouthsavong
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What is Latin Dancing?
by  Joe Perioria, Jr., ISTD

Perioria Dance Studio, Youngwood, PA
Originally appeared in 1982

Ballroom dancing has come a long way, struggled long and hard to reach 
an acceptable status in quo amongst the other art forms. Still, there is much to 
be improve upon and sometimes the art form that ballroom dancing should 
be, especially Latin dancing, is questioned by diverse opinions of teachers, 
adjudicators and all levels of competitors.

Gratuitous Remarks
Recently this was manifested when, after a dance event, the style and char-

acter of Latin dance was put at stake. Read what many reporters, newspaper, 
magazine and TV people, and other person purportedly expert in other art 
forms had to say about the Latin dancing in this event. (One would thank that 
it has been viciously attacked and blasted from the face of this earth)... “full of 
bizarre practices, corny flamenco, tasteless domestication of those sensual and 
volatile elements that make Latin dances appealing”, “lacking class”, “grimly 
flamboyant”, “jazz choreography”,  “bits of this and that”, “lacked style”, “out 
of character”, etc., etc.

Extensive Criticism
In addition to these criticisms, there were many photographs revealing 

our competition couples in course, ungainly, inelegant, ridiculous, tasteless 
and obscene positions. Published also were comments on the lady competi-
tors’ costumes which were in the same vein of ridicule. One reporter com-
mended in her newspaper “that the form of Latin dancing she was witnessing 
in no way, shape or form resembled anything like the Latin dances she once 
knew.” One must agree that  movements such as Jetes, slides across the floors, 
jumps, splits, cartwheels, lifts, hops, drops, waving of arms overhead, static 
lines and poses, and other eccentricities, show only the acrobatic skills of the 
performer concerned and not their ability to perform the fundamental prin-
ciples and movements of Latin style dancing as it was mean to be.

Has it All Gone Too Far?
Have some aspects of Latin dancing gone too far? Has it lost its true char-

acter? Should we fail to heed the criticisms of national press reporters, experts 
from other art and sport forms, dance press reporters and the like, those who 
have covered competitions in these United States and other countries through-
out the world? Should we continue to allow Latin Dancing to be infiltrated 
with foreign lines and movements – borrowed and stolen from modern  jazz, 
ballet, adagio and other dance forms – and our adjudicators allow the new 
trends to be danced so poorly and completely “out of sync” to Latin rhythm? 
If so, Latin dancing could most certainly lose it’s true identity.
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Classical Experts Justified?
Although the above criticisms may sound a bit harsh and unjust, never-

the-less they come from a wide range of experts in classical art forms, sports, 
hobbies, professions who could enhance the possibility of ballroom dance 
competitions to reach Olympic status – or knock it dead! This is a serious mat-
ter, too important to be treated lightly with no concern. Remember what hap-
pened to Disco? It was doing just fine when it first came out – people of all ages 
nine to ninety, were literally pounding at studio doors at all hours of the day 
and night to learn it. It was glamorous, exciting. It was together dancing, fun 
and with in reach of everybody’s physical capabilities to learn and achieve.

Disco Diminishment
However, once it hit TV it went out of sight. Now, no longer could the 

general public conceive that they would ever capable of learning a dance with 
such physical features as leaps, throws, slides, twirls, lifts, drops, etc. It looked 
terrifyingly complicated and physically impossible, and certainly not feasible 
for those age thirty and older. No longer could one associate with this new 
style of Disco with the original style gone. All too soon the calls, the inquiries, 
the walk-ins stopped. The younger folks who were interested in the TV type of 
Disco rightfully went elsewhere for less because the average ballroom teacher 
was unable, not experienced or qualified to teach theatrical, modern jazz, bal-
letic movement.

********************

Imperial innovators recognized at the Capital

Geoffrey Fells, Beverly Donahue, Pat Traymore, Rickey Geiger, Ron Bennet, 
and Frank Regan.
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A History of the American 
Medal System

The medal system in America was created in Toronto, 
Canada circa the nineteen fifties.  It was the brainchild of Ted and 
Trudy Maris, owners of the Arthur Murray studio in Toronto.  At 
that time and for the next decade, there were over 70 teachers on 
the staff.  Ted Maris was a magnanimous gentleman of altruistic 
character, a visionary whose wonderfully idealistic interpretation 
of the world motivated him to constantly forge into unexplored 
territory.  Trudy was the conceptual force in the partnership 
and was, in fact, written up in Time Magazine as being one of the 
Smartest Business Women in Canada.  It was following a trip to 
London, England that Ted and Trudy, after having witnessed the 
exceptional style at that Mecca of Ballroom Dancing, decided to import the British Medal 
System “across the Pond” and so the project was launched.

They hired Scottish champions Archie Dixon et Dorothy Webster and English dancers 
of considerable fame, Derek and Nola Jones to establish the Gold Medal Ballroom Syllabus 
which consisted of the British Medal System per se Bronze through Gold.  Archie Dixon 
was a brilliant man who created a Bronze and Silver American version within a structure 
that was appropriate to the beginning dancer.  It was a scientifically worked out format 
which was based on an interrelated system of figures arranged in a logical progression.  
It was immediately successful both academically and from a marketing standpoint. Not 
content with having innovated a context for quantified ballroom instruction, Ted thought 
that something needed to be done about having a systematic approach to Latin dancing.  
Trudy was a great fan of the nightclubs and ballrooms in New York where, at that time, the 
foremost Latin exhibition performers and social dancers were present in great profusion.  
She and Ted made several visits to Cuba but realized very quickly that all the great Cuban 
dancers were now in New York. The melting pot of authentic Latin, Afro-Cuban, Jazz, 
Flamenco and the various related Hispanic character work combined to catalyze a speedy 
evolutionary process that gave birth to an exciting era.

They accordingly facilitated a steady stream of the best Latin dancers in New York 
into Toronto where a clever medal system of Latin dance took shape. The Bronze and 
Silver dances were: Rhumba, Cha-Cha, Mambo, Merengue, Samba, and Swing.  The Gold 
dances were: Bolero, son Montuno, Guaracha, and Guajira.  In order to graduate as a Gold 
Medalist, one had to master everything in the Bronze and Silver at a high level and be 
sufficiently proficient in all of the Gold dances to receive what at that time and even to this 
day constituted an accolade of consequence.  The first Gold medalist was a young, talented 
girl in her early twenties by the name of Betty Oswald.  She had six different teachers, all of 
whom were specialists in their own particular area of expertise.  When Betty graduated this 
extraordinary gold standard, she ended up with a broader spectrum of skill and knowledge 
than all of her teachers.  She was accordingly hired as the Dance Director and proceeded 
to train the staff in the execution of the school figures that incidentally were a mandatory 
element of the system.  At that time, the hot topic over the tea pot was the new phenomenon 
of amazing dancers in Toronto and this thing called The Medal System.  When Arthur and 
Kathryn Murray heard about this they were immediately intrigued and arranged to have 
Betty Oswald, the Toronto dance director, flown to New York for a meeting at the legendary 
43rd Street studio where the average person rubbed shoulders with famous Hollywood 
movie stars in the dance craze that was then prevalent in the culture.  Betty gave a solo 
demonstration of all the figures- Bronze then Gold, even as man and lady.

The Murrays were enormously impressed and decided to immediately incorporate the 

Frank Regan 
Fellow & Examiner 

ISTD
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Medal System in its entirety.  It is worth noting for the “in depth” aficionado that the Silver 
Medal Waltz did not have the element of “continuity!”  The Continuous Waltz as we know 
it today was designed as an exercise to bridge the gap between the rhythmic expression 
of the Bronze Foxtrot and the Rubato expression of the Gold or English Foxtrot as it was 
then known.  The steady pacing of the Waltz was then translated into a Foxtrot expression 
and prepared the student for the smooth consistency of movement and timing which 
differentiated it from its embryonic cousin.  Kathryn was so taken with this “exercise” that 
she decided it should be featured as a dance which would stand on its own merits.  Hence, 
the Continuity Waltz as we know it today came into being.

The Medal System spread through the Arthur Murray organization like wildfire.  In 
those days the Fred Astaire organization was something new and romantic.  Fred Astaire 
was the idol of male dancers in America both in show business and the Ballroom world.  
Quite a number of dance teachers working at Arthur Murray decided to venture into 
a new arena where they could bask in the reflected glory of that superstar of the silver 
screen, the immortal Fred Astaire.  Needless to say, they brought with them the knowledge 
of the “Medal” system and a further process of discovery took place within the American 
dance fraternity.  Other chain studios such as Robert Morgan’s were quick to seize on the 
opportunity.  Most of the independent teachers were either reluctant to change their format 
or simply did not have the knowledge to adopt the new system.  They struggled along 
doing their own thing for a while but it became abundantly clear that the medal system was 
the panacea for all dance ails and to ignore it was to court failure.  The medal system at its 
inception was a truly magnificent entity of evolved craft.  Elegant in its simplicity it was 
objectively constructed and easily understood in its implementation.  Everything appeared 
to be moving along just fine.  Then disaster!

Along came the sixties, a time of social revolution.  The twist reared its ugly head.  
Dance lessons were no longer a social requirement and ballroom dancing spiraled gloomily 
down the tubes of a protesting culture.  Many studios closed.  The ones that remained 
were forced to fall back on every resource possible just to stay open.  Studio owners, in a 
desperate attempt to create something new, attempted to “improve” the Medal System in 
the domain of strategic marketing.  Instead of improving on something that did not require 
improvement they made some things worse.  The news, however, is not all bad.  The mid- 
to late sixties saw the insinuation of the International Style into the dance mainstream.  
Many fruitful developments occurred in the higher medal grades.  Seemingly irreparable 
damage however to the fundamental image of tasteful social dancing took place and Bronze 
medalists became representative of an army of hideous dance monsters who intimidated 
non-dancers on the nightclub floor and drove ballroom dancing into the domain of the 
“corny” and “uncool!”

Fortunately, as with all cultural trends of a cyclic nature, along came the blessed days 
of Disco,  Salsa, exciting music, exciting places to dance, and exciting new dances!  A new 
generation of dancers was privileged to experience a process of rediscovery.  The Medal 
System was adapted to embrace and quantify the various styles of the Hustle and Salsa.  
The Medal System of today provides a different intention from that, say, of its predecessor.  
It has essentially become a method of differentiating between levels of proficiency in 
the competitive scene.  In this regard, it serves a valuable purpose but there has been no 
incentive to preserve some of the rare qualities, both practical and aesthetic that were the 
hallmark of this most worthy methodology.  The renaissance of ballroom dancing in 21st 
century America may well point the way to an evolutionary process of rediscovery that will 
rekindle that insatiable spark of authenticity that is so frequently lost in all areas of human 
endeavor.

Frank Regan is a well known published author of several books and recognized dance historian. 
He is an honorary member of the Board of Trustees and Dean of the Theatre Arts faculty of the 
USISTD
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U.S.I.S.T.D 

Take your exam with the same Examiners that examine your teachers and judge competitions 

Receive an evaluation of your dancing based on the ISTDʼs 
standards for your level, style, and age group. 

65% and above   Pass 
75% and above   Commended 
85% and above   Honors 
and Comments as time permits 

Dance with your teacher 
or your Amateur Partner 

When you train for a Medal Test, you will gain a better understanding of the root figures and a great 
foundation to build upon, whether your goals are to compete or to be a better social dancer.

Ask your teacher how medal tests can help improve your dancing 

Having a goal, such as a Medal Test, is a great way to improve your dancing.

“...We lead; the rest of the world follows” 

Amanda Ball 
USISTD Examinations Director 

7805 Albania Avenue 
Orlando, FL. 32810 

Cell: 407-902-9995 mandy@livinglinestudios.com

Or Visit our website at www.usistd.org 
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Maintaining Connection
in Challenging Sessions

Richard Fiore
Licentiate, USISTD

I’m sure that all teachers have encountered challenging 
class sessions in which it appears that students’ anxiety levels 
have risen, confusion becomes evident, and attention starts to 

drift.  These are signs that we are losing connection with our students and the learning 
process has as a result been compromised.  Adhering to good teaching practices will 
help to minimize such occurrences.  It is important to be able to recognize the signs 
early on and implement an immediate strategy to rectify the confusion and to reconnect 
with the student. 

Before entering the classroom it is always a good idea to have a well prepared 
lesson plan, keeping in mind that each dance has its own fundamental characteristics 
and challenges.  My method is to lay out the figures to be covered, how they should be 
broken down, and approximately how much time to devote to each figure.  I prepare 
my group class material in a manner that ties one concept to the next in building block 
fashion.  This includes careful consideration of any special techniques related to the 
specific dances being taught, and how to best communicate these techniques. 

I have also found it very helpful to use popular contemporary music that has a 
suitable tempo for the particular dance.  For example, I would initially use slower tempo 
music for dances with syncopated rhythm.  In addition I create new music playlists for 
future class sessions in order to keep the experience fresh.  Students always enjoy this 
approach, as they prefer not to listen to the same selections ad nauseam. 

During my lessons, I try to strike a suitable balance between technical descriptions 
and actual demonstrations of the subject dance figures.  Students appreciate concise 
and clearly delivered technical descriptions.  Demonstrated movements should always 
track verbal descriptions.  If this is not the case, some students can easily miss what is 
being conveyed and lose connection to the lesson. 

I have found it beneficial to observe each student separately and in partnership 
during class sessions.  The practice of ‘visual scanning’ helps me to uncover problems 
early on during a group lesson.  In fact it may reveal common errors evident 
throughout the group that can be quickly fixed by refocusing efforts on that particular 
issue.  I found for example that some students have a tendency to repeatedly dance the 
rumba basic incorrectly as side-together-forward-close and side-together-back-close.  
Unfortunately, these habits that can block students’ progress may have originated 
from confusion in previous instruction.  Students might have been given improper feet 
positions, either verbally or by demonstration that became reinforced over time.  When 
we see these difficulties occur it is imperative to resolve them as soon as possible.  This 
may require going back over the basics. 

I have seen situations, particularly with new dancers, where students may become 
so confused and unnerved that they appear to be doing a completely different dance 
other than the one being taught.  It is especially important in these instances to help 
restore their confidence.  At the point where some students begin to feel lost and 
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disconnected, they will tend to withdraw their attention from the lesson and may even 
drop out altogether.  Taking the time to fix these problems at the onset is well worth 
the effort as it helps to maintain everyone’s interest while keeping the lesson on track. 

I have found it to be better for some students in the group to continue working 
on the basics.  This may occasionally necessitate forming two groups and working 
with both separately.  It makes good sense to reinforce the basic figures and techniques 
and then move on to more advanced figures.  I always tell my students that it is better 
to dance clean basic figures with good technique rather than more advanced ones in 
sloppy fashion. 

After going over the lesson material several times, I find it valuable to walk 
around the room and observe each couple as they dance the figures to see how they are 
applying the techniques.  I strive to instill confidence in all of my students by first giving 
immediate feedback on what they are doing correctly.  As a result, I find that students 
become more receptive to suggestions for improvement.  They are more willing to 
step outside of their comfort zone to invest extra effort into sharpening their skills.  It 
is vitally important for teachers to keep a positive attitude while maintaining patience 
during class instruction.  This will always go a long way in helping to foster a more 
favorable learning environment and hence making it a more enjoyable experience for 
everyone. 

I believe that the process of teaching is also a process of learning.  Teachers have a 
great opportunity to become more effective and to continue improving their teaching 
methods.  This is a direct result of working with many students over time with an 
open mind for exploring the ways in which students learn best.  I have found that 
projecting a sincere and friendly attitude is one of the most important elements in 
maintaining connection.  This coupled with good instructional skills and preparedness 
invariably yields the best results.  Also the combination of passion and enthusiasm are 
very attractive qualities that inspire students to be involved and connected.  There is an 
intuitive feeling of fulfillment in the art of teaching dance that reveals itself as a deep 
sense of satisfaction from having imparted the gift of dance to others.  

********************
 

Medal Tests at Annual Meeting Saturday, November 12 
in Churchville, MD at Tom Rzepnicki’s studio
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THE WING!  WHY?

We have some rather strange names for figures in our 
Ballroom and Latin dance syllabi.  How did these names 
originate? Here are two examples, the origin of which are, I 
think, fairly well known.

THE TELEMARK:    British dancers, skiing in Norway in the 
1920’s, saw the “Telemark Turn”,used in skiing to quickly 
change direction. They named the dance figure “Telemark”as 

the maneuver reminded them of the skiing turn.

DOUBLE REVERSE SPIN:   Why double?   It is only one full turn or less. However, 
the originator, Maxwell Stewart, always danced two consecutively;  hence “double”.

Now let us get to the nitty gritty of this article, and deal with the origin of the WING  
which is not well known, and how that knowledge can help our students’ perfomance.

THE WING:   I have asked many teachers over the years, including some Ballroom 
examiners, if they knew how the Wing got it’s name. Only one person, Josephine 
Bradley, renowned (castigated by some) for creating the heel turn, was able to provide 
me with the answer. She explained to me that the figure was so named because the 
lady’s part resembled a large bird (e.g. seagull)  folding it’s wing into it’s body.   I 
have found that instilling this mental picture into the student’s mind achieves excellent 
results in most cases.  Starting in P.P. with the lady’s head turned right,  I ask the lady 
to turn her head and torso strongly to the left between 2 and 3, thus creating the bird’s 
folding wing effect. This strong body turn should ensure that the lady does the desired 
foot swivel on the R.F. between 2 & 3.  Remember to use the earlier Rise and Fall, viz  
“Commence to rise e/o 1;  Continue to rise on 2;  Up. Lower at e/o 3”.   You should then 
see a beautifully executed “wing” effect, rather than the lady with her head looking 
straight ahead and her body facing the same way, with no relationship to her partner, 
so often seen at Novice level.

When the figure was created in the 1920’s,  I’m quite sure that, like many other figures, 
it occurred quite by chance. Most likely, a couple found themselves in promenade 
position, blocked by another couple, and the man led his partner around to his left side 
to avoid a collision.  Doubtless, they would think “that was nice” and set about refining 
it.   In my early career, I had a similar experience when I was boxed in at the end of a 
three step.  I danced two side steps turning a half turn right and then danced 2 3 & 4 
of a feather step. Out of trouble.  I liked the maneuver and thought that I was so clever 
creating a new figure.  Imagine my chagrin when I discovered several months later that 
it already existed and was called the Natural Telemark.

I hope what I have conveyed here will be of some help when teaching the Wing to your 
students.  I have found that if they have any imagination, it helps a lot.

Peter Waterson
Fellow ISTD
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I found out that Miriam Ellis was coming to Los 
Angeles for a vacation with some members of her family.  
I asked her if she would spare me some of her precious 
vacation time to help me with questions I had regarding the 
technique book.  One thing led to another and not only did 
she help me with my theory questions, but she gracefully 
did a medal test with a group of new students.

These were a special group – children ranging in 
age from 3 to 9 years.  They completed their first dance 
achievement award, including Salsa, Waltz, and Merengue.  
The dance achievement awards were perfect for my new 
students.  I wanted them to get started quickly into the medal system, building up their 
confidence in dancing to become future medalists.  The 3-year old girl may possibly be 
the youngest medalist ever, and may be beaten next year by a very talented up-and-
coming 2-year old.

I want to let you know that Miriam Ellis went above and beyond the call of duty, 
helping me accomplish these medal tests.  She deserves a medal herself for giving up 
her valuable vacation time.  Thank you USISTD for providing the educational tools I 
needed to accomplish this.

Special Medal Tests with
Miriam Ellis

Trevor Luff
Fellow ISTD
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Kirill Gorjatsev parnterned by 
Daria Zotova teaching a class.

Mandy Ball
Lori Woods-Gay

Daphne Cunliffe

Andrew Phillips teaching a class.

Miriam Ellis teaching a class.


